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Turning input into intake: 
autonomous reading and its impact on writing

Luc Geiller 
Lycée Fabert, Metz, France
Luc.Geiller@ac-nancy-metz.fr

This paper shows the importance of reading in autonomous language learning. It presents the 

findings of an experiment in which a group of 19-year-old French EFL learners autonomously used 

the press as a repository of multi-word sequences. After receiving some in-class training in active 

reading strategies, they adopted a top-down approach to language learning to break down a number 

of press articles and identify various expressions and inherent language patterns that they then 

memorized and wove into their own formulations during in-class essays. Data was collected by 

means of a computer program and analyzed by two teachers of English using a purpose-specific 

taxonomy of errors. The results are described and followed by a discussion of the impact of reading 

on self-directed language learning.

1. Introduction

A number of studies have shown the impact of reading on overall vocabulary learning and writing 

proficiency in EFL and ESL learners (e.g. Janopoulos 1986; Pitts et al. 1989; Lai 1993; Mason and 

Krashen 1997; Krashen 2004; Horst 2005). The view and review of words and expressions in 

specific contexts makes it possible to infer and learn their meanings and also develop a general feel 

for the language. When placing special emphasis on language (not just ideas), one can arguably 

learn to break it down and identify (recurring) patterns. Actively engaging in this process helps 

understand the importance of the idiom principle and grammaticalized lexis in L2 learning. The 

idiom principle posits that grammar and lexis are interrelated and that ‘[a] language user has 

available to him or her a large number of semi-preconstructed phrases that constitute single choices, 

even though they might appear to be analysable into segments’ (Sinclair 1991: 110). 

Grammaticalized lexis is the fundamental principle of the Lexical Approach (Lewis 1997) which 

posits that language is not divided into grammar (structure) and vocabulary (words) but consists of 

chunks which, when combined, produce coherent text, and that lexical phrases offer far more 

generative power than grammatical structures. 

In a thought-provoking article, Ding (2007) argues that text memorization enhances noticing 

and rehearsal and facilitates L2 acquisition. She gives an account of the strategies used by three 

Chinese EFL learners to improve their English speaking skills. The learners came from the same 

school where they had studied English for ten hours a week in classes of about thirty students. 

Although it was a daunting task that their teachers had initially forced upon them, they discovered 

that memorization and imitation were efficient ways to better understand language patterns and 



show greater command of English by using native-like sequences retrieved whole from memory. 

The learners had developed a personal lexicon of prefabricated sequences and also a certain level of 

language awareness which enabled them to win prizes in nationwide English speaking competitions 

and debate tournaments. Wray, who has carried out some of the most comprehensive and unifying 

work on formulaic language to date, seems quite confident that aspects of the Confucian tradition of 

rote learning can be imported into western classrooms where memorization has been discarded as 

an ineffective and uncreative way to learn a second language. She argues that discouraging L2 

learners from memorizing native-like multi-word sequences doesn’t make much sense as it is 

impossible for the learners to write and speak idiomatically if they don’t use them. As she explains: 

The rejection of memorisation as a teaching tool is often attributed to the ill-fated investment in the audio-lingual 

teaching method in the 1970s, later discarded in favour of communicative teaching methods. However, many 

feel that the pendulum swung too far in the other direction, given that using a language effectively clearly does 

entail having easy access to a large amount of information stored in memory (Wray 2009: 11). 

The classes préparatoires aux grandes écoles section EC, commonly called prépa EC, consist 

of two selective years preparing undergraduate students for competitive entry exams to France’s 

business schools. The students’ levels vary from intermediate to advanced and all have been 

studying English for at least five years when they start out in prépa. The program includes three 

hours of English teaching per week and consists in writing argumentative essays, answering reading 

comprehension questions, and also in translating newspaper articles and short excerpts from 

contemporary novels. When embarking on the prépa program, some students explain that learning 

grammar and vocabulary in high school has not helped them become competent users of English. In 

an effort to fill the gaps and prepare for their competitive exams, they turn to grammar books and 

word lists, convinced that eventual knowledge of rules will make it possible to combine newly 

learnt words. Yet embracing the traditional view dividing language between grammar and 

vocabulary and trying to build English from the bottom up is arguably not the best way to proceed 

as it won’t help them develop language-awareness skills and sound more idiomatic. If, as suggested 

by Wray, the pendulum has swung too far in the direction of freestyle communication in the 

classroom, encouraging EFL students to use native-like formulations for greater communicative 

power makes sense in higher education. The hypothesis is that they can be given a significant 

linguistic boost if encouraged to spot and memorize useful bits of prefabricated English. Initially 

copying and imitating native speakers can make it possible to eventually emulate them. 

Gaskell and Cobb (2004: 301) explain that the formal teaching of rules is not always effective 

in helping students with grammatical accuracy and that ‘sentence-level writing errors seem immune 

to many of the feedback forms devised over the years’. This is something that Ellis (1994) also 

pointed out when he mentioned the absence of conclusive evidence that formal teaching leads to 

learning and argued that high levels of proficiency were not achieved through formal instruction 



alone but were dependent upon the capacity to initiate and manage one’s own learning. This is in 

keeping with Little’s definition of autonomy: 

Essentially, autonomy is a capacity—for detachment, critical reflection, decision-making, and independent 

action. It presupposes, but also entails, that the learner will develop a particular kind of psychological relation 

to the process and content of his learning. The capacity for autonomy will be displayed both in the way the 

learner learns and in the way he transfers what has been learned to wider contexts (Little 1991: 4). 

Programmed learning in which students make their way at their own pace through material assigned 

by their teacher is an efficient way to develop what Littlewood (1999: 75) calls ‘reactive 

autonomy’, ‘the kind which does not create its own directions but, once a direction has been 

initiated, enables learners to organize their resources autonomously in order to reach their goal’. 

Developing ‘reactive autonomy’ will eventually make it possible to achieve the ultimate goal of 

‘proactive autonomy’ which ‘affirms [the learners’] individuality and sets up directions in a world 

which they themselves have partially created’. 

2. Method

2.1 Participants

The participants were 15 second-year French prépa EC students from the Lycée Fabert in Metz, 

France (8 male and 7 female with an average age of 19 years). They all had French L1 and had 

received at least five years of English instruction. The students’ level varied from intermediate to 

advanced according to a standard placement test completed at the start of the year. Prior to starting 

the experiment, and since the beginning of their first year, these students had been encouraged to 

read the press in their own time in order to complement the work done in class and gain a sense of 

self-direction, a key to learning languages and to learning how to learn languages (Holec 1980, 

1981). It is generally agreed that autonomy cannot be taught and learned but only fostered and 

developed (Benson, 2003) and the students were thus encouraged to develop personal reading and 

scanning strategies and introduced to the value of imitation as a way to gain greater communicative 

power. The idea was to challenge the standard view dividing language into grammar and vocabulary 

and understand that it was possible to improve one’s writing skills by memorizing native-like 

utterances for further use in argumentative essays. The students were thus trained to scan texts and 

encouraged to compile their own lists of prefabricated bits of language. The articles studied in class 

formed the basis for this training and the scanning activities consisted in spotting various elements 

(Table 1).



Table 1: Material spotted during in-class scanning activities

1. Collocations
The famously charismatic CEO of Apple, Steve Jobs, is a gifted public 
speaker. 

(Source: ‘Steve Jobs and ‘Holy Smokes’ Moments’, www.businessweek.com, 6 October 2009)

2. Fixed expressions
So is India again putting the cart before the horse?
(Source: ‘India Food Law, The Hungry Republic’, www.bbc.co.uk, 21 December 2011)

3. Sentence builders
On the surface it may look as though big businesses, outsourcing and 
technology have brought about a socio-economic catastrophe. However winds 
of political change may begin to blow in favour of smaller businesses, as 
India's bureaucrats are starting to emerge from more diverse backgrounds. 
(Source: ‘Transition City Blues’, www.bbc.co.uk, 21 October 2009)

3. Miscellaneous 
Empires always seem invincible as they are about to crumble.
(Source:  ‘How Google Stole Mighty Microsoft’s Power’, Time, 28 December 2009)

2.2 Procedure 

The study was conducted over a 6-week period and consisted in gauging the students’ ability to spot 

various sequences in topic-specific reading material and to use them in related essays. The reading 

material assigned to the students consisted of three sets of recent newspaper articles dealing with 

various topics. The students’ task was to scan the texts the way they had done it in class under their 

teacher’s guidance and to memorize anything they thought they might need for further use in three 

essays. This was meant to document what kind of material the students select when reading English 

in their own time and how they assimilate the syntax and meaning of they sequences they memorize 

and transfer to their essays. Assignments were completed in two-week cycles, with the articles 

being read by the students at home in Weeks 1 and 2, and the essays written in class at the end of 

Week 2 without access to the preparatory texts. Forty-five argumentative essays were analyzed to 

throw light on the influence autonomous reading may have on L2 learning and to document how the 

learners went about turning the input provided by the various newspaper articles into intake. 

2.3 Research instruments

2.3.1 Computer programs

Data from the 45 essays was collected using WCopyfind, an open-source program distributed by 

Lou Bloomfield of the University of Virginia which compares documents and reports similarities in 

their words and phrases. The program scans documents for matching words in phrases of a specified 

minimum length and then generates report files containing the texts and the matching phrases 

underlined. 



2.3.2 Raters’ evaluations

A series of 35 passages featuring the reading material occurring in the essays were submitted to one 

English and one Irish teacher of English who have taught in classes préparatoires. A purpose-

specific taxonomy of errors was designed to evaluate the students the way their examiners would 

most likely do it on the finals and its various tags were inserted in the essays manually by the raters 

(see Appendix A). There is no official grid used by examiners for the evaluation of prépa students’ 

essays but a list of systematically stigmatized errors included in a popular student handbook by 

Killian and Nowak (2008: 165-167), was used and complemented from various examiners’ reports 

offering students constructive feedback as to their performance in their competitive examinations. 

3. Results

This section provides a qualitative analysis of selected passages from the essays (the complete list is 

given in Appendix A). The amount of reading material occurring in the students’ essays detected by 

WCopyfind totals 241 words and comes in the form of 41 sequences. Two types of elements are 

identifiable: sentence builders and syntactically and semantically whole word sequences. Sentence 

builders are sequences of words providing the framework for whole sentences; they contain slots for 

personal expression of entire ideas: 

READING MATERIAL STUDENTS’ ESSAYS

On the surface it may look as 
though big businesses, outsourcing 
and technology have brought about a 
socio-economic catastrophe.

On the surface, it may look as 
though France is not in favor of gay 
marriage. 

Syntactically and semantically whole word sequences have a semantic unity and syntactic integrity 

and the students weave them into their own formulations:

READING MATERIAL STUDENTS’ ESSAYS

That would be higher than in the early 
1980s when unemployment was a 
social challenge of paramount 
importance, a cause for protests and 
riots. 

A leader has to take effectives actions 
to ward off any kind of plague. Then 
it’s a social challenge of paramount 
importance for a leader to listen to 
his population.

The results show that the students have a marked preference for sentence builders: 31 sentence 

builders of 5 words on average occur in the essays as opposed to 10 syntactically and semantically 

whole word sequences of 8.6 words on average. When using the reading material, the students 

either operate various transfers perfectly, or make semantic and syntactic errors (only two spelling 

and punctuation errors were identified). In some cases they haven’t fully assimilated the syntax of 



the sequences memorized because of the way they fail to make the necessary grammatical or lexical 

changes (e.g. ‘Being able to gather the crowd around you *play an important role in being a 

leader’). In other cases, the students seem to overgeneralize because they haven’t fully assimilated 

the meaning of these utterances. This is seen in the way they are (mis)applied and results in the 

raters identifying a semantic problem (e.g. ‘First, the legalisation of same-sex marriage will ?

increasingly become our destiny’). On the whole, 21 out of 41 formulations are successfully 

transferred to the essays (Table 2), which means that the students assimilate the syntax and meaning 

of about half the sequences they choose to memorize and insert into their own sentences. The raters 

identify as many syntactic as semantic errors in the twenty other formulations (Table 3).

Table 2: Successful vs. unsuccessful transfers

Total number of memorized formulations occuring in the essays 41

Successfully transferred formulations 21

Unsuccesfully transferred formulations 20

Table 3: Types of errors identified in unsuccessfully transferred formulations

Total number of errors identified 22

Semantic errors (V-type errors) 11

Syntactic errors (G-type errors) 11

3.1 Successful transfers

The errors identified in the essays sometimes don’t affect the memorized formulations themselves 

but elements in the immediate co-text which bear no relation to the way the reading material might 

have been (mis)used. In other words, the students operate complete semantic transfers and 

successfully adapt the syntax of the copied sequences to weave it into their own English:  

READING MATERIAL STUDENTS’ ESSAYS

This is evidenced by the rise of 
free social networking sites such as 
Facebook and Twitter.

1: To me, the need to allow gay 
marriage is evidenced by the rise of 
g a y p e o p l e w h o w a n t t h e i r 
relationship to be recognized.

As hard as it is to believe, the 
Republican candidates for president 
seem to have learned very little 
from the moral calamities of the 
administration of George W. Bush

2: As hard as it is to believe, 
several european conservative 
countries   G9   seem to have learned 
very little from current   G1   debate 
against gay marriage to protect the 
traditional model of the nuclear family.

3.2 Unsuccessful transfers: semantic and syntactic errors 

Certain errors are symptomatic of the students’ tendency to overgeneralize after reading something 

for the first time and memorizing it for further insertion into their own sentences (cf. passages 3, 4 



and 5 below). The result strikes the raters as semantically inaccurate although the grammar is 

irreproachable. This shows that the students are actively engaged in a language-learning process and 

that breaking down the language leads to inevitable generalization in the first stages. Remarkably, 

students sometimes demonstrate great skill in reordering the components of original sequences (cf. 

passage 5). 

READING MATERIAL STUDENTS’ ESSAYS

W h e n i t c o m e s t o y o u t h 
unemployment, there is precious little  
good news. 

3: When it comes to   going through   
V3 hard economic times, each state 
must be able to protect its citizens 
from both financial and social trouble.

Some inves to rs asked to be 
rewarded for the extra risk and 
others, unwilling to start paying for  
credit research, just walked away.  
This set off a spiral of falling bond 
prices, weakening banks and slowing 
growth.

4: This would probably set off a 
spiral of   a win-win situation   V2  , 
because the   G1   wages would 
increase, enabling the state to restor 
S economic growth and to reduce its 
debt.

When he was elected president,  
Barack Obama made it plain that this 
was an event of some importance.  
His supporters, he said, had “put 
their hands on the arc of history 
and bent it once more toward the 
hope of a better day.”

5: Maybe a line needs to be drawn 
between promising to bend   the arc of   
history toward the hope of a better 
day     V2  , and being realistic as well as 
optimistic about the recovery.

Other errors highlight what is a real catch-22 situation for L2 learners: it is impossible for 

them to achieve more idiomaticity without imitating native speakers, yet they are likely to sound 

non-native-like if they do so: 

READING MATERIAL STUDENTS’ ESSAYS 

Perhaps Obama can reach a deal  
with Iran, and set up a cap-and-trade 
system.

6: France should undergo a value 
shift so that the government could   G8   
reach a   deal V1   with gay people.

Perhaps Obama will lay down a 
path towards fixing the budget.

7: These supporters may think gay 
marriage will l  a  y   do  w  n   V1   a path 
towards a global agreement. 

In this new world, our privacy takes a 
back seat to the constant drive to 
make information easier to obtain.

8: It is striking to see that citizens’ 
concerns have taken a back seat to 
the   need to   V2   save banks first.

In these examples, other raters might think that the transferred sequences are used accurately (they 

are, after all, reused verbatim and in similar contexts). Yet they are here dismissed as incorrect by 

both raters. It is not the position of the memorized sequences in relation to their immediate co-texts 

that is problematic to the raters (no grammatical errors are made) but the sequences themselves. 

This may be due to the fact that when the raters identify other errors in the text preceding or 

following a copied sequence, they are conditioned into expecting other errors to occur and are thus 



more likely to interpret what is an ‘unexpected’ collocation or formulation as incorrect.

The three passages below show that syntactic modification sometimes takes precedence over 

rote memorization (or vice versa) in unexpected ways. In passage 9 for example, the student makes 

a successful semantic transfer yet fails to adapt the grammar of the original segment by using ‘were’ 

instead of ‘are’. He uses exactly the same subject-verb combination as in the reading material yet 

makes a grammatical error when inserting it into his own sentence. In passage 10 however, the verb 

form is changed but a grammatical error is made as well. The use of ‘will’ shows that the student’s 

knowledge of French time clauses interferes with his understanding of the way English time clauses 

work. In passage 11, the grammatical error is also due to interference with French grammar as the 

personal pronoun ‘il’, unlike ‘he’ in English, is used interchangeably with animate and inanimate 

nouns. 

READING MATERIAL STUDENTS’ ESSAYS 

Rajendra Pachauri, the chair of the 
IPCC, warned that western society  
must undergo a radical value shift if  
the worst effects of climate 
change were to be avoided.

9: Eventually, if the worst effects of 
the crisis were G8 to be avoided, 
the state should staunchly try to 
change things for the better in the 
economic domain   V5  . 

It is the central government that digs 
in its heels, and the louder the 
outcry grows, the worse the situation 
becomes.

10: The louder the outcry will   G8   
grow, the faster this agreement will   G8   
occur   V2  .

A year later, Obama has done none 
of these things. “Yes he can,” 
proclaims the cover of Newsweek,  
“(but he sure hasn’t yet)”.

11: In this economic plight   V2  , we 
could say that the state can, but he 
G4 sure hasn’t yet     V2  . 

It is difficult to decide whether failure to use the present perfect in passage 12 below shows 

that active reading doesn’t lead to students improving their understanding of English grammar by 

identifying (recurring) language patterns. Successful active reading would have arguably resulted in 

the learner using the present perfect as in the first clause and not the simple past. But although the 

tenses used in the two independent clauses don’t concord, the tenses used in the second one (‘did’ 

and ‘had vested’) show that the student masters at least part of the English tense system. The error 

identified in passage 13 is questionable as the use of either the present perfect (which the rater 

seems to expect here) or the simple past is acceptable, depending on the point of view adopted. 

Passage 14 shows that the student has successfully assimilated the syntax of the original expression 

and is capable of operating the necessary grammatical changes. The error identified is debatable.



READING MATERIAL STUDENTS’ ESSAYS 

Nothing the government has done 
across the last 12 months has 
inspired much public confidence. 

12: Nothing the government has 
done recently has inspired much 
public confidence, as it did   G8   not 
match the expectations people had 
vested in it.

Mr Obama did little to dispel the 
idea that he could work miracles.  
At home, he seldom opens his mouth  
without bashing his opponents or his 
predecessor.

13: A good case in point is Obama 
who used to make people dream and 
d  i  d   G8   little to dispel the idea that 
he could work miracles.

So far Germany is trying to have it  
both ways, and succeeding only in  
getting everyone deeper into the 
mire.

14: Indeed, the crisis is going to   get   
G8 everyone deeper into the mire. 

4. Discussion

The processes involved in assimilating prefabricated English show that the learners obviously 

memorize various utterances in an attempt to assimilate their meaning and syntax and don’t just 

copy them unthinkingly. The students don’t seem to use material that they don’t understand and the 

semantic errors are ascribable to overgeneralization and subsequent misapplication of various 

expressions and not failure to understand them in the texts where they are initially encountered. The 

way in which they autonomously unpack various utterances and strive to understand their inherent 

patterns shows that they are actively engaged in breaking down the language and that they are 

committed active readers. 

Hoey’s lexical priming theory (2005) posits that as we acquire vocabulary it becomes loaded 

with the various contexts in which we repeatedly encounter it. We then expect and replicate these 

contexts when we read, write, hear, and speak. If the different types of information are tied to 

contexts and it can never be assumed that the primings that operate in one textual domain (e.g. 

medicine or the news) will operate in another textual domain (e.g. law or casual conversation), it is 

all the more difficult for learners to acquire the discourse of the various fields they write about and 

to gradually stop overgeneralizing. In this experiment, the students show that they are determined 

and perfectly able to memorize a great deal of grammaticalized lexis but that they haven’t 

sufficiently encountered recurring elements in context to properly assimilate their meaning and 

syntax. Thus, it makes intuitive sense that autonomous, active reading can effectively help them 

activate various primings and refine their understanding of English grammar to make the necessary 

changes on the material that they insert into their own sentences. The software analyses show that 

after input has been processed, output plays a fundamental role in learning to put elements in the 



right order. This is consistent with Swain’s hypothesis (1995) that the act of producing language 

(speaking or writing) constitutes, under certain circumstances, part of the process of L2 learning. 

EFL students can thus become better users of English if they consciously imitate the right models 

and move away from a focus on single lexical items towards multi-word sequences: hence, 

developing personal reading and learning strategies is fundamental. As Holec explains:

The basic methodology for learner training should be that of discovery; the learner should discover, with or 

without the help of other learners or teachers, the knowledge and the techniques which he needs as he tries to 

find answers to the problems with which he is faced. By proceeding largely by trial and error he trains himself 

progressively (Holec 1980: 42).

5. Conclusion

If given appropriate training and repeated opportunities to use what they autonomously identify in 

their reading material, EFL learners can learn to substitute native-like formulations for their own 

non-nativelike formulations. In the context described here, the students clearly view their reading 

material as a language-learning tool and a repository of grammaticalized lexis (in all 45 essays, 40 

copied sequences of 5.8 words on average occur). But although this experiment shows that 

autonomous, active reading is a way for learners to break down the language and assimilate some of 

its features, we now need further longitudinal studies documenting how each learner uses his or her 

own formulations (i.e. how inherent patterns are transferred to other contexts and used to express 

various ideas).
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Appendix A. Detailed raters’ evaluations. 

1. Error tags used by the raters

G1 / Determiners G2 / Number

G3 / Prepositions G4 / Pronouns

G5 / The genitive - N of N constructions - 
compounds

G6 / Adjectival constructions

G7 / Verbal constructions G8 / Subject-verb agreement

G9 / Word order V1 / Single lexical item

V2 / Awkward formulation of an otherwise 
relevant idea

V3 / Lack of coherence, the idea doesn’t 
follow

V4 / The sentence is (almost) unintelligible 
because of obscure vocabulary

V5 / (Serious) problem with clarity, 
jumbled ideas 

S / Spelling P / Punctuation



2. Rated essay passages 

2.1 Successful transfers 

Sentence builders

READING MATERIAL STUDENTS’ ESSAYS 

Congress must ensure that the F.D.A. 
has adequate financing to be able to do  
this job.

Now the state must ensure that the 
social cri  s  is     w  i  ll be resolved by a   
significant help by taxing the richs   V5  .

- China and the United States have been 
discussing human rights issues for so 
many years that it is baffling that 
American leaders remain so clueless 
about the Chinese government’s mind-
set.
- Once the issue is survival, the 
government is in effect cornered, leaving 
it no choice but to resort to drastic 
measures.

This why it is baffling that so many 
governments are turning a blind eye to 
their suffering citizens in those   G1   
particular times of economic crisis. 
Consequently, both Wellfare State and 
B  i  g     S  o  c  i  e  t  y  ’  s     G5     myths have been 
debunked, leaving the population no 
choice but to ensure her   G4   economic 
safetiness   V1   herself   G4  .

Three of the contenders for the party’s 
nomination have now come out in favor 
of the torture known as waterboarding.  
Only two have said it is illegal, and the 
rest don’t seem to have the backbone 
to even voice an opinion on the subject.

We should have the backbone to stand 
up and claim ”I’m a self-made-man”, and 
to act for   G3   it.

As hard as it is to believe, the 
Republican candidates for president 
seem to have learned very little from 
t h e m o r a l c a l a m i t i e s o f t h e 
administration of George W. Bush.

As hard as it is to believe, several 
european conservative countries   G9   
seem to have learned very little from 
current   G1   debate against gay marriage 
to protect the traditional model of the 
nuclear family.

A year later, [Obama] has done none of  
these things, and some of his supporters 
are starting to grow impatient.

In our open-minded societies   V2  , 
supporters of same-sex marriage are 
starting to grow impatient.

Many believe that big businesses could 
have a more influential hand in 
helping those who are not doing so well  
out of the tech boom.

There still remains   G8   some sectors 
where   G4   the state could have an 
influential hand in helping citizens. 

As with any new reform, adjustments 
will be necessary. Principals should 
have the option of evaluating high-
performing teachers less frequently than 
novices or low performers.

Of course, as with any new reform, 
adjustments will be necessary if there 
is a legalisation of the   G1   same-sex 
marriage.

The real lesson of 1989 is that 
nothing is ever settled.

- The real lesson of it is that nothing is 
ever easy in drawing the limits of   V2   
government action. 
- The real lesson is that nothing is 
ever easy in political matter   G2   and that 
there is no magic bullet to find the perfect 
leaders   V4  .



Syntactically and semantically whole 
sequences 

READING MATERIAL STUDENTS’ ESSAYS 

That would be higher than in the early 
1980s, when the unemployment crisis  
was seen as just that - a social  
challenge of paramount importance, a 
cause for protests and riots.

It’s a social challenge of paramount 
importance for a leader to listen to his 
population.

One reason why so many of Mr Obama’s 
fans are disappointed is that he 
promised the impossible and - such is 
the power of his oratory - got people 
to believe him.

Barack Obama promised the 
impossible and, such is the power of 
his oratory, got people to believe in 
him.

2.2 Unsuccessful transfers: syntactic and semantic errors 

Sentence builders

READING MATERIAL STUDENTS’ ESSAYS 

- Iran will keep pushing its nuclear 
program forward.
- We’re not sure any mix of sanctions 
and inducements can wean Tehran of 
its nuclear ambitions. We are sure that a 
military attack would be a disaster.

Wall Street will keep pushing its crazy 
speculative program forward. We’re not 
sure any mix o f sanctions and 
inducements can wean crazy markets 
of     G3   their speculative ambitions. But we 
are sure that a moralisation of the   G1   
capitalism would be a big headway   V2   if 
the state makes rules in order to 
discourage the   G1   bad liberalism.

When sovereignty is in play, there is no 
longer a right or wrong side of an 
issue, just winning or losing.

When elimination   G1   of risks is in play, it 
often seems like   G3   there were   G8   no 
longer a right or a wrong side of an 
issue, just winning or losing     V3  . 

Tennessee has a long way to go in 
improving its schools.

To conclude there is still a long way to 
come     V1   for gay people to give a 
sledgehammer to break the remaining 
ceiling glass   V5  . 

When it comes to youth unemployment, 
there is precious little good news. 

When it comes to   going through   V3   
hard economic times, each state must be 
able to protect its citizens from both 
financial and social trouble.

Some investors asked to be rewarded for  
the extra risk and others, unwilling to  
start paying for credit research, just 
walked away. This set off a spiral of 
falling bond prices, weakening banks and 
slowing growth.

This would probably set off a spiral of   a   
win-win situation   V2  , because the   G1   
wages would increase, enabling the state 
to restor   S   economic growth and to 
reduce its debt.

When it comes to youth unemployment, 
there is precious little good news. The 
number of people aged under 25 and out  
of work is now just below a million -  
around one in five.

On the surface, it may look as though 
France is not in favor of gay marriage. 
Nonetheless, w h e n i t c o m e s t o 
politicians, there is precious little good 
new   as some of them defend it   V3.

It is the central government that digs in  
its heels, and the louder the outcry 
grows, the worse the situation becomes.

The louder the outcry will   G8   grow, the 
faster this agreement will   G8   occur   V2  .



A year later, Obama has done none of 
these things […]. “Yes he can,” proclaims 
the cover of Newsweek, “(but he sure 
hasn’t yet).”

In this economic plight   V2  , we could say 
that the state can, but he   G4   sure 
hasn’t yet V2. 

Rajendra Pachauri, the chair of the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC), warned that western  
society must undergo a radical value 
shift if the worst effects of climate 
change were to be avoided.

Eventually, if the worst effects of the 
crisis were G8 to be avoided, the state 
should staunchly try to change things for 
the better in the economic domain   V5  . 

The real lesson of 1989 is that nothing 
is ever settled.

The real lesson of it is that nothing is 
ever easy in drawing the limits of   V2   
government action. 

But how is this possible in a world 
where outsiders feel free to criticize 
China’s human rights record?

In a world where     G4   outlook   V1   was 
bleak, he gave people hope of an 
improvement, what   G4   is a kind of 
idealistic vision.

Perhaps Obama can reach a deal with 
Iran, and set up a cap-and-trade system.

France should undergo a value shift so 
that the government could   G8   reach a 
deal V1 with gay people.

Perhaps Obama will lay down a path 
towards fixing the budget.

These supporters may think gay marriage 
will l  a  y   do  w  n   V1   a path towards a 
global agreement. 

In this new world, our privacy takes a 
back seat to the constant drive to make 
information easier to obtain.

It is striking to see that citizens’ concerns 
have taken a back seat to the   need to   
V2 save banks first.

Syntactically and semantically whole 
sequences 

READING MATERIAL STUDENTS’ ESSAYS 

Nothing the government has done 
across the last 12 months has inspired 
much public confidence. 

Nothing the government has done 
recently has inspired much public 
confidence, as it did   G8   not match the 
expectations people had vested in it.

Mr Obama did little to dispel the idea 
that he could work miracles. At home, 
[…] he seldom opens his mouth without  
bash ing h is opponent s o r h i s 
predecessor.

A good case in point is Obama who used 
to make people dream and d  i  d   G8   little 
to dispel the idea that he could work 
miracles.

The real lesson of 1989 is that nothing 
is ever settled.

Nothing is ever sett led so   P   
conservative politicians should staunchly 
V3 reconsider this issue. 

So far Germany is trying to have it both 
ways, and succeeding only in getting 
everyone deeper into the mire.

Indeed, the crisis is going to   get   G8 
everyone deeper into the mire. 

When he was elected president, Barack 
Obama made it plain that this was an 
even t o f some impor tance . H is 
supporters, he said, had “put their 
hands on the arc of history and bent it  
once more toward the hope of a better 
day.”

Maybe a line needs to be drawn between 
promising to bend   the arc of history   
toward the hope of a better day     V2  , 
and being realistic as well as optimistic 
about the recovery.


